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Executive Summary 
This document reports on the methods used and content created for the internal 
and external communication of the shemakes project, which encouraged gender 
equity and innovation in the textile and clothing sector through the creation of a 
gender innovation ecosystem. Communication was an integral part of the project 
from the very start, and in fact a strong visual identity not only promoted activities to 
the public but contributed to the creation of a sense of unity amongst participants. 

The project’s activities can be essentially divided into two phases, and 
communication needs and actions follow these. In Phase 1, while partners were 
developing the learning paths and business and community engagement activities, 
the communications activities involved initial setup of branding, developing 
methods for internal communications, and the creation of templates and systems 
for external communications, including planning and launching the website. Phase 2 
of the project was characterised by a network expansion with the addition of 
Transfer Labs and Ambassadors; this first required solid external promotion to attract 
applications, and then impacted internal communication to ensure that all the new 
participants were properly onboarded. As Phase 2 activities were carried out by 
Transfer Labs, plenty of new material was created and needed to be appropriately 
interpreted and shared on our communications channels.  

Throughout, the shemakes website became a rich and centralised repository in 
which to provide user-friendly information. A network section provides 
interconnected biographies of the people, labs and companies involved in the 
project. The learning section provides a public-facing version of the more technical 
open documentation of activities found in the shemakes Open Toolkit. Blog posts, of 
which there are 36 well-articulated stories and news items published, provide a 
long-form analysis that contributes important storytelling related to certain aspects 
of the project. 

This deliverable summarises these communications activities, focusing more on 
Phase 2 of the project, with a deep dive into the types of contents created, providing 
some examples and reflections on what worked best. We also look at the KPIs set out 
at the beginning of the project and will demonstrate that we have reached and 
surpassed all of them. We conclude with reflections on a communications method to 
apply to future gender innovation projects. 
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1. Introduction 
This deliverable reports on the communications and disseminations activities 
(WP6) with particular reference to the second half (phase 2) of the shemakes.eu 
project. 

The tasks and objectives of this work package were as follows: 

• Task 6.1 “Communication strategy” had the objective of defining the 
“Communication and Dissemination Plan” shared in D 6.1; we identified key 
messages, publics and channels and laid the groundwork for website 
development. 

• Task 6.2 “Ecosystem communication” had the objective of creating efficient 
internal communications within the shemakes ecosystem, which was 
manifested in the choice of shared platforms (such as Google Drive for 
documentation and Miro for brainstorming boards) and also in a constant 
flow of communication of information and materials amongst all 
participants. 

• Task 6.3 “Scientific and Sector Dissemination” focused on dissemination in 
line with Open Access principles, with information targeted at principal 
stakeholders. Shemakes consortium members published papers and 
participated in conferences. 

• Task 6.4 “Final Conference” related to the presentation of shemakes results in 
the 23d month of the project with the participation of representatives from 
the various elements of the ecosystem created (advisors, gurus, transfer labs 
and partner labs). 

Structure of this deliverable 

After this introductory section, in Chapter 2, we will go into further detail about the 
communication activities carried out in phases 1 and 2. In Phase 1, while partners 
were developing the learning paths, business and community engagement 
activities, the communications activities  involved initial setup of branding, internal 
communications, and external communications methods including planning and 
launching the website. Phase 2 of the project was characterised by a large network 
expansion (chapter 2.3) with the addition of Transfer Labs and Ambassadors; this 
first required solid external promotion to attract applications, and then impacted 
internal communication to ensure that all the new participants were properly 
onboarded.  
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In Chapter 2.4 we will see how the website, which was designed from the outset to 
be flexible in order to accommodate the growing network and its activities, was 
expanded with a section dedicated to Learning that connects to the very important 
shemakes Open Toolkit, in which all the activities are documented. 

In Chapter 2.5 we summarise the myriad types of content created for the project 
with a focus on the importance of blog posts as long-form but accessible 
documentation, and with a case study dedicated to the communication of our Wool 
Mondays lab-to-lab activity. 

Chapter 3 lists the achievements of our scientific and sector dissemination 
activities, with details of all the conferences attended and publications. 

Chapter 4 is related to Task 6.4 “Final Conference”. The budget and time for this 
task was used both for the planned final conference in the 23d month held in 
Amsterdam at Waag, and for a meeting held in Florence for the full consortium in 
September 2022. As initially planned, the final conference was additionally listed 
under the umbrella of TCBL Days, the annual event organised by partner CEDECS-
TCBL, in order to gain greater visibility; we took advantage of this affiliation in early 
December 2021 for an online presentation of interim project results. In chapter 4 we 
recap these activities. 

In Chapter 5 we provide the list of initial KPIs for the project’s communication 
activities as well as the final numbers generated. We briefly reflect on some of these 
outcomes. 

We complete our report with reflections about post-project maintenance of the 
communication channels and their integration with TCBL Association (Chapter 6). In 
the conclusion, we provide thoughts on how strong communication reinforces and 
nourishes community in a project like this one. 
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2. Communications activities 
This section summarises what communication activities have been undertaken 
throughout the project, dividing the summaries into Phase 1 and Phase 2. Most of 
Phase 1 activities are summarised in D 6.1 “Communication and Dissemination Plan” 
as well as in the M9 progress report. For this reason, we will concentrate this 
document on what was achieved in the second half of the project, when the 
activities were intensified in support of network expansion. 

2.1. Summary of Phase 1 activities 
In the first 9 months of the project (Phase 1), we determined the communication 
strategy (D 6.1), launched the website and social media, produced the shemakes 
Voices series (video interviews with Advisors) and began our scientific contributions. 
This phase of the project overall was characterised by the initial development and 
carrying out of activities in WPs 2 and 3, hence the material created, and the 
messages released on social media and on our website were connected to a first 
diffusion of these activities and their results. 
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Figure 1. Illustrations created for various uses throughout the project. 

An important part of the base created in this phase was the development of a 
strong visual identity (logo, monogram, font, colours, style) that was expanded into 
communication templates to be used internally or externally (such as PowerPoints 
for deliverables, memos and more), visual templates for online and offline use (such 
as posters for labs, or informative graphics for social media), and a series of 
illustrated figures who were carefully studied to be gender-, age- and race- inclusive 
and who are carried through the whole project.  
In addition, we developed methods for ecosystem or internal communication (task 
6.2). These activities are reported on in detail in the M9 progress report. 
WP6 is closely tied with WP4 “Reputation Management”, and actions taken in the 
context of promoting (or being promoted by) advisors, gurus and ambassadors are 
recounted in greater detail in all the deliverables related to that work package. In 
phase 1 of the project, the main communications activities related to reputation 
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management were the creation of advisor and guru biographies on the website and 
setting up and beginning the online interviews with our advisors, which was 
produced as the shemakes Voices series. 

2.2. Summary of Phase 2 activities 
Phase 2 of the project was characterised by network expansion from the initial set of 
partner labs to twelve new labs who answered a public call. Ambassadors were also 
selected with an open call, followed by a more closed process to add second round 
ambassadors towards the end of the project. The dense activities in this period 
contributed to the creation of plenty of graphics, numerous blog posts and social 
media content. Transfer Labs carried out their versions of the activities developed in 
phase 1, requiring communications support in the creation of promotional materials 
for their events as well as in posting photos and videos of results. In this period we 
also held the lab-to-lab activities focused on wool, which provided much visual 
fodder; the wool ecosystem includes numerous easy to understand processes that 
we were able to film for tutorials.  
Heading towards the final 3-4 months of the project after WP 2 and 3 activities were 
completed, we had plenty of material to share to carry us through to the end of the 
project, such as material connected to the learning and open documentation 
elements of the project, as well as the promotion of the final conference and 
materials created for it (such as the Florence tapestry and video interviews 
discussed in section 4.1.2 of this document). 
Key communications actions in this period include: 

● Publication of network expansion calls 
● Creation of profiles for the new labs and ambassadors in the “network” 

section of the website 
● Continuation of “shemakes Voices” Advisor interview series to completion of 

this task 
● Co-planning of “STEM out of the box” event in Feb 2022 for EU women in STEM 

day in conjunction with fellow project Equals.eu, with custom graphics and 
management of the Streamyard platform for multi-person online stream 

● Support for the “fashion and textile futures survey” with graphics, news item, 
video and associated promotion as well as analysis and publication of 
follow-up 

● Support for transfer labs and ambassadors by providing graphics and quick 
turnaround on questions, video uploads etc. & giving value to content 
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created during their workshops through sharing to IG stories, posts with 
material provided, etc. 

● Coordination with external blog contributor for post about a project to 
diminish racist language in colour definitions (“color carne” project) 

● Massive promotion for Wool Mondays (see below, section 2.5.3.) 
● Writing and publication of “Learning” section of website connected to the 

shemakes open toolkit 
● Flod visited 3 transfer labs in person in this period: Brussels, Amsterdam and 

Prato to create content to promote workshop content 
● Flod also took advantage of an extended stay in Barcelona to create video 

tutorials in the lab of IAAC / FabLab Barcelona in late November - early 
December 2021. 

2.3. Network expansion 

Calls for network expansion - Transfer Labs & Ambassadors 

An important part of communications in month 10 of the project and in the months 
to follow was the network expansion, which included an open call for Transfer Labs 
as well as a call for Ambassadors. Flod supported the responsible partners with the 
development of clear questionnaires to be answered by applicants. Graphics, 
newsletter and other forms of support for the correct diffusion of the material were 
essential in driving traffic to the website for a successful call. 

• The call for ambassadors in the project’s M 10 and relative communications 
support was detailed in D 4.3 reputation Final Report section 5.3. 

• The call for labs in M 10 and relative communications support is detailed in D 
1.2 shemakes Network 
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Figure 2. Call for labs graphic. 

Results of the two calls were published on the shemakes.eu blog announcing the 12 
new transfer labs and the 12 new ambassadors. We gathered the photos and 
biographies of all involved in order to integrate profiles of all the new members into 
the “network” section of the website. 

Internal Communication 

Expanding the network from an initial group of ten partners who were used to the 
collaborative and highly structured working methods of a project like this to a wider 
network with 12 Transfer Labs and 12 Ambassadors presented some challenges that 
were for the most part easily overcome. Not to be underestimated was clear 
communication of shemakes goals, values and methods (through well-structured 
powerpoints and infographics) and ensuring that these were properly understood by 
everyone being onboarded. 

A kick-off meeting for the expanded network was held 19-20 January 2022 to clearly 
present the project and introduce the members to each other. In this context, the 
communications team gave a brief presentation of some basic guidelines for 
project communications and to provide some materials to transfer labs and 
ambassadors. As mentioned in D 6.1, Communication and Dissemination Plan, 
shemakes chose to use the illustrations and animations mentioned above to 
promote the project activities, as it was more flexible in communicating gender and 
age. These illustrations were expanded upon based on the need to represent new 
activities (such as building a loom or presenting a conference paper) and provided 
to the new members of the community. 
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Figure 3. Example of posters provided to ambassadors and transfer labs. 

The materials provided to the new network members can be briefly summarised as: 

● General guidelines to ensure proper project acknowledgement, notably 
credentials to the EU funding  

● Guidelines for photography, including ethical issues in photographing minors 
(avoid faces) and in photographing individuals (prefer group over individual 
photography) 

● Guidelines for event communication 
● Templates to make graphics for events 
● Video templates and music 
● Illustrated figures database to use for all graphics, enriched throughout the 

project  
● Suggested text to publish on transfer lab or ambassador website indicating 

their participation in project 
● Illustrations customised for each ambassador to post on her social media 

2.4. Website expansion & open documentation 
From the outset, we planned the website to be agile, with the possibility for new 
connections and whole new sections to be easily added when needed. 
A section dedicated to the Learning Paths was planned from the very start, and we 
knew that this would need to include connections to other website areas like “topics” 
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and “network”. The resulting section https://shemakes.eu/learning expanded from 
the initial idea of documenting just the learning paths (WP2) to including what in the 
end we can define as “learning from all our activities”, encompassing Business 
engagement and Community engagement (WP3). 

 
Figure 4. Screenshot of the Innovation Learning Path in the “Learning” section of the website. 

In creating this section of the website, the goal was to use consumer language and 
an attractive layout featuring videos, photos and downloadable brochures if 
available; these elements were then linked to the shemakes open toolkit on git hub, 
where anyone wishing to replicate an activity could find full information. This results 
in a balance and connection between the accessible language and visibility of the 
website and the more technical - yet totally necessary - content in the shemakes 
open toolkit. Seen another way, it’s the difference between communicating “we did 
an activity and it’s available to you too” and supporting dissemination by making the 
methods available “in order for you to actually be able to do it yourself by following 
detailed directions.” 

A revision and expansion of this Learning section was carried out in the final two 
months of the project to incorporate the new activities developed by transfer labs, as 
well as any modifications to the initial content. Actions were taken to further promote 
the existence of this open-source learning material on social media. 
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2.5. Content creation 
This section looks at the various types of content created in support of the many 
activities and results produced in the project. 

Videos & video tutorials 

Shemakes has produced 62 videos (saved on our YouTube account) of various 
formats. On YouTube we have 80 subscribers and almost 200 hours of video 
watched. They are grouped here with considerations on the usefulness and visibility 
of each type. 

shemakes Voices live streams 

Based on our initial proposal, we conducted live interviews with the project’s 
advisors, something that we were able to do relatively early in the project while other 
activities weren’t ready to be communicated. Our initial idea was based on the 
popularity of live streamed interviews during the beginning of the pandemic, but we 
found that already by the time we began doing them, viewership had experienced 
digital fatigue and it became difficult to produce the desired visibility with live video. 
Two of the videos were pre-recorded with subtitles and launched as “premieres”. To 
increase the visibility of this content, we transcribed and edited the interviews into 
blog posts. For the final advisor added later in the project, Bill Macbeth, Director of 
the Textile Centre of Excellence (Huddersfield, UK), it was decided to simply conduct 
a written interview to publish on the blog. 
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Figure 5. shemakes Voices playlist on YouTube. 

Event recordings 

Shemakes held numerous kinds of events for different publics. Some of these were 
held online without streaming, on the zoom platform, and uploaded to remain as an 
accessible record afterwards, for example, the conference ”Innovative Biomaterials 
in Design: A Shemakes Symposium or the Panel on the dark side of female 
entrepreneurship in textile and clothing, Romania  
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Figure 6. Recorded event in Romanian. 

Video interviews of partners, lab representatives and ambassadors 

These were created both at the start and towards the end of the project. The first 
videos we published were self-produced interviews to introduce the project partners 
(still in Covid-19 lockdown). The last video interviews were conducted to capture the 
experience of our active labs and ambassadors about the impact project activities 
had on them. Three videos screened at the final conference contain the reflections of 
partners, lab leaders and ambassadors on three questions and are useful both for 
communications and for feedback. Another video was created to capture the 
impressions of ambassadors who are minors, using only their voices. 

Tutorials 

The predominance of the “reels” vertical video format on Instagram, which is 
replicated on YouTube as “Shorts”, required us to rethink the best way to reach 
publics and use some video of this type. The tutorials filmed by flod in Barcelona, 
Brussels and Amsterdam were published in these formats to good results. For 
example, a tutorial on how to make kombucha leather is one of the most popular on 
our YouTube channel with upwards of 600 views. On Instagram, the reels created, 
which include interviews from the innovation path as well as tutorials from other 
learning paths, average about 1000 views each. 
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Figure 7. shemakes tutorials playlist on YouTube. 

Blog posts 

It was a challenge to meet the goal of 36 longer-form contents for the blog, which 
we felt would be value-added in this project. Blogs take time and skill to write, but we 
were right to assume that there are plenty of stories to be told within the shemakes 
projects, both about the people in the network and the activities. Flod identified 
stories in the project and worked with partners, transfer labs and ambassadors to 
co-create and form content into the right shape for the blog. Too often overlooked in 
favour of short-form social media, blogging lets us express complex concepts as 
well as emotionally driven storytelling and we’re glad that we took the time to leave 
this public-facing and easily approachable testimonial online.  
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Figure 8. examples of blog content. 

Contents on the blog include: 

● News items such as project announcements, open calls, surveys, and 
summaries of events held; 

● Storytelling based on interviews, including an important article based on the 
innovation path interviews and those from the shemakes Voices series; 

● Stories from research moments, like the personal experience of Andreea 
Sofronea from REDU’s visit to the Romanian countryside, connecting 
traditional weaving with her own heritage, and stories from successful 
business experiences, like ZIPHOUSE’s fashion brunch and show told in the 
words of the transfer lab manager; 

● Ambassadors experiences written in the first person (three ambassadors 
were chosen to contribute to the blog): 
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● Methods explained by project partners such as the gift weave conducted by 
Adriana Cabrera (MATRIX) or the Female Entrepreneurship Challenge-Solving 
Workshop told by Eleonore Huon Merceur of Makesense. 

Communications Case study: Wool Mondays 

As Wool Mondays, held in May 2022, was the most important hybrid and diffused 
event in this period, we dedicated extra graphics and in-person coverage to it. This 
activity could be used as a case study in how to structure communication to support 
a hybrid and diffused event. The event was a huge success (both with regards to 
quantitative and qualitative feedback as reported in D. 3.3 “Innovation services”); 
labs engaged their local networks very well, and were assisted by the various 
materials and platforms provided by the communications team in order to help 
promote the event as well as distribute the results. 

Table 1. Wool Mondays Case Study. 

Channel Description Visual 

Graphics Creation of wool Mondays graphic style in 
line with shemakes but using photography 
instead of illustration to encourage a sense 
of community. Graphics templates provided 
to all Transfer Labs for modification to local 
language and use on their own channels. 

 

Website Posted full details on website 
(https://shemakes.eu/woolmondays) and 
also created a multi-date event 
https://shemakes.eu/event/woolmondays 

Facebook & 
instagram 
posts 

On Facebook we created a facebook event 
that was updated regularly with information 
for upcoming sessions. This online event 
reached 7.771 people. 
An in-stream post was made to announce 
the event, as well as regularly posted stories 
with custom graphics and links to drive 
traffic to signing up. 
Post-event posts were created with our 
photography as below. 
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Channel Description Visual 

In-person Two trips were taken by Flod staff to attend 
Wool events and create content that was 
shared in consecutive months: 
1/ Valeria and Vincenzo attended the 2-day 
workshop in Brussels at Green Fabric lab and 
produced 2 reels as well as numerous 
photos, and live coverage on IG stories 
2/ Marco and Valeria attended the 2nd Wool 
Monday session held in Amsterdam at 
Waag and created 2 videos as well as 
photos and live coverage on our channels. 

 

Videos Many of the participating TLs sent videos 
that were integrated in the Wool Mondays 
presentations. Some of these were 
separated out to create additional blog 
content. Supporting videos are also 
enriching our YouTube channel. 
Wool Mondays full streams are available on 
our Facebook and YouTube channels. 

 

Blog and 
results 

The results of Wool Mondays, reported in D 
3.3 Innovation Services, Interim Report 
section 3.4 and 3.5, were so impressive that 
we opted to share them in a blog post that 
focuses on the model of collaboration. The 
post https://shemakes.eu/blog/wool-
mondays-collaboration-model was written 
collaboratively between flod, iaac and waag. 
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3. Scientific and Sector 
dissemination update 
This section refers to T 6.3, scientific and sector dissemination, under the direction of 
MATRIX, and includes reporting the scientific sector's activities, including publications 
and peer reviews, and participation in scientific events.  

The first part of the contribution is framed around the participation and reflection of 
the shemakes values. Here we primarily reflect on understanding the scientific 
framework and contribution of shemakes innovation as well as the input of the 
existing Ecosystems TCBL and Fabricademy. The second phase focuses more on 
developing the innovation ecosystem and the activities held in the project's second 
phase.  

The following table shows the conferences until November 2022 to which the 
shemakes project has contributed, followed by further information about each 
contribution. 

Table 2. List of conferences in which shemakes project has contributed. 

Conference Authors  Contribution  Link   

Fab16 Research Papers 
Stream (Fab16) 2021 

Adriana Cabrera, 
Anastasia Pistofidou, 
Marion Real, Shannon 
Sykes, Anna Czeschik & 
Jesse Marsh 

Paper and 
presentation 

https://doi.org/10.52
81/zenodo.5169852  

CHI Conference on Human 
Factors in Computing 
Systems 2022(CHI '22)  

Adriana Cabrera & Lily 
Chambers 

Position paper 
and Workshop 

https://www.softrob
otics.io/chi22 
SOFT ROBOTICS 
CHI22  

Open and User Innovation 
Conference 2022 

Pascual Jara, & Adriana 
Cabrera 

Presentation  OUI2022- How to 
define and 
orchestrate 
innovation 
ecosystems - JARA 
PASCUAL - ADRIANA 
CABRERA.pptx 
 

1st European Innovation 
Area Summit 2022 

Pascual Jara & Adriana 
Cabrera 

Discourse - 
contribution 

https://www.europe
aninnovationarea.e
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Conference Authors  Contribution  Link   

manifest u/summit/ 

The Future of Education 
International Conference 
2022 

Adriana Cabrera, 
Anastasia Pistofidou & Lily 
Chambers 

Paper - 
presentation 

https://doi.org/10.26
352/G630_2384-
9509 

The Design Research 
Society Conference DRS 
2022 

Rebecca Earley, Rosie 
Hornbuckle, Marion Real 
&Cathryn Hall 

Workshop https://www.drs2022
.org/workshops/  

FabFest Bali Conference 
2022 

Adriana Cabrera, Shannon 
Sykes & Adrian Torres  

Presentation Fab fest Bali Sykes 
Shemakes 
Presentation 

Fab16 Research Papers Stream (Fab16) 

Montréal, Canada and Paros, Greece, 9-12 August 2021. 

This conference was attended by numerous shemakes partners and labs, 
particularly from the Fabricademy meeting and partners from the Regional Hybrid 
meeting (Fabrigathering). From this conference we published our first paper entitled: 
“Innovation Ecosystem for women makers through textiles labs and the shemakes.eu 
approach.”  

This paper discusses the context, the roots and the first sketches of the shemakes 
vision, exploring the two ecosystems and the first activities of the project. As a result, 
it presents the first outline of the Innovation ecosystem and the continuation of Fab 
practices and textile labs on how to engage in conversations about gender.  

Citation: Adriana Cabrera, Anastasia Pistofidou, Marion Real, Shannon Sykes, Anna 
Czeschik & Jesse Marsh. Innovation Ecosystem for women makers through textiles 
labs and the shemakes.eu approach. Proceedings of the Fab 16 Research Papers 
Stream, 2021, p.221–239. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5169852  

CHI ‘22 Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems 2022 

New Orleans, USA, 29 April 2022 - 5 May 2022. 

This conference is one of the most important events dedicated to the interaction and 
analysis of human factors, with a significant discussion on the impact of technology 
and gender. Shemakes participated with a position paper and workshop 
contribution on the impact of technology and gender on the interpretation of the 
textile field and how this is reflected in Fabricademy activities and shemakes values. 
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The position paper and workshop focused on the practices and learning that textiles 
can bring in exploring new technologies and soft robotics, complementing a 
scientific impact that was given by the keynote speakers and organisers. This activity 
involved doctoral students and the scientific community in a hybrid format. 

Citation: “Actuated Materials and Soft Robotics Strategies for Human-Computer 
Interaction Design” at CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems 
2022 (CHI '22), Published in https://www.softrobotics.io/chi22. 

Open and User Innovation Conference 2022 

(OUI 2022) Online, 20- 21 June 2022. 

The OUI conference is the leading academic conference on Open and User 
Innovation hosted by the Chair of Strategic Management and Innovation ETH Zurich. 
We gave insights of the Innovation methodology in collaboration with the author of 
the book “Innovation and Collaboration in the Digital Era” by Jara Pascual. In 
addition, the Shemakes Innovation Ecosystem Canvas was introduced as a case 
study and adaptation to an innovation system for a European Community project.  

Citation: Pascual Jara & Adriana Cabrera, “How to Define and Orchestrate 
Innovation Ecosystems” at Open and User Innovation Conference 2022, ETH Zurich. 
Resources can be found here: OUI2022- How to define and orchestrate innovation 
ecosystems - JARA PASCUAL - ADRIANA CABRERA.pptx  

1st European Innovation Area Summit (EIA Summit)  

European Parliament, Brussels & Online,  27-29 June 2022. 

This event about the impact of innovations on a sustainable future was held under 
the patronage of the European Parliament from 27-29 June 2022 at the European 
Parliament in Brussels and online. We participated in the session “Next Generation 
Women Leaders in VCs and Startups - Major Drivers of a Sustainable Future” by 
giving a point of view through the shemakes innovation ecosystem lenses. 

Female leaders from different sectors discussed the role and impact of women in a 
sustainable future. Discussion in the roundtable focused on how women-led 
startups, researchers, VCs and companies are shaping a sustainable society and 
economy in different industries. The group presented the importance of the role of 
women in achieving carbon neutrality, circularity, resource efficiency, preservation of 
natural resources and biodiversity, as well as sustainable food and clean energy 
production. 
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The general focus of shemakes was presented, highlighting the following points:  

● The importance of the role of education,  inclusion and diversity that was 
experienced by an extensive group of females of different ages through this 
project and that will resonate through generations. 

● The role of the labs in transfer of knowledge: these spaces offer different 
possibilities for people who don't have access to technologies but who, with this 
access, can reinterpret the future of the T&C Industry.  

● How we used peer-to-peer role modelling to talk about learning and inspiring 
new generations from a collaborative and collective approach.  

The Future of Education International Conference 2022 (FoE2022)  

Florence, Italy, June 29-30, 2022. 

This conference is about the future of education, in which presenters shared findings, 
expertise and experience about innovative teaching and learning methodologies. 
Shemakes' contribution was about teaching methodologies from Fabricademy 
applied to the practices within the project in connection with the reflection of 
shemakes values and the relationship with the impact through these experiences on 
education and knowledge transfer of new technologies. In this way, it aims to 
highlight the re-intervention of textiles in soft robotics applications and reflect on 
how to empower more users, particularly women, to participate in this area.  

Citation: Adriana Cabrera, Anastasia Pistofidou & Lily Chambers, “From Textiles to 
Soft Robotics and the Emergent Approaches in STEAM and Textile Labs” in 
Conferences, P. I. (2022). The Future of Education International Conference 2022. 
https://doi.org/10.26352/G630_2384-9509  

The Design Research Society Conference 2022 
(DRS 2022) 

Bilbao, Spain, 25 June — 3 July, 2022. 

The Design Research Society is a scientific conference that promotes and develops 
design research worldwide. Established in 1966, it is the oldest multi-disciplinary 
society for the international design research community. In the frame of the topic of 
the Global Destination Sustainability Index, the team of Centre for Circular Design 
and IAAC Fab Lab Barcelona attended the conference held in Bilbao in June 2022. We 
co-hosted a co-creation workshop entitled “Designing the Circular Design Team” 
where participants worked on the case of Latxa Wool. Together they reflected and 
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discovered current initiatives like the Bask Biodesign Centre, the Lanaland project, 
and the Ternua - Artishell and Mutur Beltz brands, defining local challenges and 
teams to further discuss the roles and synergies with other actors. 

Fab Fest Bali Conference 2022 

Designing Emergent Realities, Bali, Indonesia, October  12-22, 2022. 

Fab Bali is part of the FabLabs international Conference. The aim of the conference 
and our contribution was to transfer international learning experiences to a local 
community. During the event, the audience reflected on the new realities and the 
future of the world, responding to global challenges such as climate change and 
social exclusion through small-scale interventions in situated communities. 
Shemakes and the gender inclusion approach was presented by the Guru Shannon 
Skyes from Fab Lab Onl´fait Ambassador Adrian Torres from Fab Lab Leon.  

3.1. Next Steps 
Shemakes has been an excellent opportunity to delve into issues of gender vision in 
social and technological innovation through the learning paths, as well as how to 
create a community and explore more specific topics within that community.  

Shemakes produced a large amount of data and documentation during the last 
years compiled and documented in the repository with a peer review process. This 
dataset is further described in D. 6.2 “Open Research data pilot” about the 
participation of women in the offerings of shemakes.  

The contributions developed in the two-year project leave us an open field for the 
publication of scientific results, Impact and Evaluation and the subsequent use of 
this material in further projects.  
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4. Shemakes Final Conference 
This section refers to Task 6.4, titled “Final Conference.” This was initially budgeted 
and modelled on a traditional, large final conference model with pre-pandemic style 
in-person publics, streaming, simultaneous translation, print material and the like. 
The activities reported here refer, however, to two separate meetings that were 
approved instead - the planned final event held 30 November 2022 in Amsterdam, 
and a general meeting held in Florence on 7 and 8 September 2022. 

4.1. Step 1: Florence general meeting 

Location and schedule 

The idea of having an in-person meeting with the expanded network finally at the 
start of month 21 was received with enthusiasm. A half-day partner meeting would 
be followed by 1.5 days dedicated to receiving feedback from the expanded network. 
Beyond the core partnership, all 12 transfer labs (on their own budget) and 12 
ambassadors (with travel budget covered by partner labs) were invited to 
participate; 8 transfer labs and 5 ambassadors were able to come. 

It was important for us to have a flexible, bright, professional and well-equipped 
space in which to hold the intensive two days of meetings and workshops. After 
extensive research by flod, the brand new Florence Innovation Center in the city’s 
Oltrarno area (famous for its artisans) was chosen. Its internal café and restaurant 
with competitive prices for high quality sealed the deal. 

 

  

Figure 9. Some photos from the Florence meeting. 

The following is the programme of the meeting: 
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Table 3. Florence CM programme 

Date Item 

8 Sept. morning Partner meeting to discuss: ethics issues, upcoming milestones, 
ambassador selection, final conference organisation 

8 Sept. afternoon Full group sensemaking activity led by Tavistock in an activity using 
deadstock textiles sourced by Flod 

Flod team films interviews of all attendees (to be used in final 
conference) 

8 sept. evening Social mixer event with full network 

9 Sept. morning Full group workshops on the story of change led by Tavistock 

9 Sept. afternoon Site visit to a foundation that preserves historic silk weaving 
techniques 

 

The very full days were replete with productive energy and ideas; we found ourselves 
in a group that was already familiar with working within the set of values and 
methods established by shemakes which meant that it was possible to 
immediately jump into the work at hand. Partners and TLs recognised the relevance 
of meeting in person and wished it could have been done earlier in the process, but 
the meeting was an important networking moment and valuable reflections about 
the project in general were made that feed into WP5 (Evaluation and Impact). It was 
absolutely apparent that everyone wanted to build upon what we’ve achieved. 

Tangible outputs 

Two tangible outputs were created in this meeting that gathered participants’ 
reflections on the project and will be described below. 

The shemakes tapestry 

What can loosely be called a tapestry is the visual artefact we created through our 
sensemaking activity. This activity came out of the need to reflect on and gather 
feedback on project activities combined with a desire to do something hands-on. 
Flod developed a concept based on that of women working together on a quilt or 
needlework, which has traditionally provided space for expression and discussion.  
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Figure 10. Materials provided to make the shemakes tapestry. 

Through contacts in the textile industry of Prato, we gathered donations of assorted 
deadstock materials, off-cuts from the wool recycling process (buttons, trim etc), 
and recycled cotton yarn. These were made available to the group along with glue, 
scissors, fabric paint, needles and thread etc. 

 
Figure 11. Participants express concepts on sticky notes. 

Participants were asked to express what they thought was important about 
shemakes in a word or phrase on sticky notes which were then clustered by 
Tavistock staff to create four themes. These were:  

a/ Collaboration and Network 
b/ Diversity and Empowerment 
c/ Activities 
d/ Meetings and Events. 
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Room was left for eventual “outliers” but there were none present. Then four groups 
of participants were formed and asked to express that theme on a large piece of 
black jeans material.  

The groups worked with varied methods and media: some tended to incorporate 
numerous individual contributions while others imposed a larger structure and 
group work. Despite this, they all worked along similar shared values of 
interconnectivity and multiplicity which may have been reflected in a certain 
aesthetic unity; indeed, when we assembled the four pieces together, it was 
surprisingly harmonious and beautiful. 

 
Figure 12. Participants observe the tapestry at the end of the day. 

The item was left to dry until the end of our meeting, and then brought to Romania 
where REDU sewed together the pieces and attached backing to permit it to be hung 
as a tapestry that is just over 1.5 metre wide and 3 metre long. It was displayed at the 
final conference in Amsterdam (see below). 

Reflections on this activity:  

1. Start with open questions and wide themes. It worked because we didn’t try to 
illustrate something too concrete; 

2. Don’t impose how groups should work and they will find their own way(s); 
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3. Provide a big range of materials, but if you care what the final artefact looks 
like, try to provide a colour scheme! We collected materials connected to the 
shemakes colours. It was so discreet that people only noticed in the end… 

4. All the different types of media provided got used, and this proves a winning 
idea: although the group included people who wouldn’t characterise 
themselves as hands-on creatives, the range of materials made it possible to 
work at different skill levels. Some concentrated on sewing, others cutting and 
glueing, and others still painted patterns. Nobody felt excluded. 

Feedback interviews 

It was important to us to gather feedback through video interviews that could be 
used to include a range of voices in the final conference as we would of course be 
unable to have everyone speak there. An external videographer and his assistant 
accompanied flod’s team who conducted the interviews during the “tapestry” 
activity by selecting individuals and taking them to the interview space. Three 
questions were circulated in advance and answered on camera: 

● What have you or your organisation learned from your participation in 
shemakes? 

● How will you use this experience to make a difference in the future? 
● I believe that shemakes has helped participants to… 

21 video interviews were conducted; individual interviews were assembled and 
distributed to those represented. 

Three videos collate the single answers in a semi-logical story that shows both 
continuity and variety. What was consistent throughout was a recognition of the 
power of the network, a desire to continue the activities,  importance of values in 
shemakes labs, and a will to create future projects with the network. 

 
Figure 13. The three final video interview compilations. 

Since it was not possible to invite the young ambassadors from Spain, flod and Leon 
coordinated to record the audio of minors’ answers to similar (but specific to them) 
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questions and assemble it with footage from the lab (see video at: Shemakes young 
ambassadors). 

Article in The Florentine 

In order to generate some local visibility for the project in Florence and surroundings, 
where there is a significant amount of textile production (especially in nearby Prato), 
we commissioned an article to be published in The Florentine, a local English-
language news magazine read by expats, travellers and Italy-lovers online 
worldwide. Through research and collaboration we identified a list of sustainable 
T&C producers in Florence and Prato (including shemakes transfer lab Lottozero), 
conducted interviews and published a 2-page printed article (10 000 copies) that 
was also published online and promoted on the social media channels of The 
Florentine (76,000 followers on Instagram) and shemakes. 

• The article is online here: https://www.theflorentine.net/2022/09/06/women-
textiles-sustainability/  

The Instagram post on the shemakes channel was shared by all the interviewees, 
and was picked by @fabfndn - the official channel of Fab Labs internationally, who 
shared it to their Instagram stories and increased our visibility. The article has 
received 300 views on The Florentine’s website with an average time on page of over 
4 minutes, which is exceptional as it demonstrates that people were carefully 
reading the whole thing. 

Interviews conducted allowed us to enter further into this network locally and spread 
shemakes values and news to them. One social enterprise interviewed will be joining 
the TCBL network and is interested in working together on future projects. 

4.2. Step 2: Amsterdam final event 

TCBL Days and hybrid format  

The shemakes final conference was included in the context of the 2022 edition of 
TCBL Days, an umbrella event for the co-promotion of a series of events on 
sustainability themes.  
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About TCBL Days, an annual event 

On 2 December 2021, to diffuse shemakes results halfway through the project, we 
held an interim online conference in the context of TCBL Days 2021. TCBL Days is a 
month-long event every November dedicated to the “ingredients for sustainability in 
the T&C sector”, organised by partner CEDECS-TCBL to create critical mass by 
presenting results from various projects in which TCBL is involved under the umbrella 
of one diffused event. As such, we were able to reach a wider audience for shemakes 
materials. Graphics and communication are consistent across the TCBL Days events. 
The shemakes day in 2021 was organised by TCBL and implemented by flod. 

The 2021 shemakes conference was live streamed on our Facebook and YouTube 
channels. In the morning, keynote talks were given online from various locations, 
while in the afternoon, a roundtable was streamed from IAAC offices in Barcelona 
with streaming managed by flod on the tail end of our consortium meeting there. 

TCBL Days 2022 

A hybrid format was chosen for the entire TCBL Days event in 2022: participating 
projects would hold small physical meetings with all partners and whatever 
stakeholders and network members were necessary firstly, to represent all the voices 
of the project, and second, for the networking benefits of the in-person meeting. 
Professional level streaming service (with focus on great sound, multi-camera set-
up and integrated graphics) ensures that everyone else who is invited to participate 
online nonetheless has an optimum experience. Due to the uncertain landscape of 
Covid variants, we opted to avoid having an external public present in person. This 
also keeps costs down, allowing us to use a room inside a partner’s office that holds 
40 people seated. 

The graphics for this event are consistent with those of TCBL Days 2022 in general 
and are cross promoted through the TCBL Association network (direct emails, social 
and newsletter). 
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Figure 14. Welcoming Differences conference graphic. 

Location and programme at Waag  

Location 

The final conference, “Welcoming Differences”, was held 30 November 2022 at the 
offices of Waag in Amsterdam. Waag is the oldest non-religious building in 
Amsterdam, from the 15th century. It used to be a city gate and part of the city walls 
of Amsterdam. The Theatrum Anatonicum, the space inside Waag in which the 
conference was held, is known for the 17th-anatomy lessons that took place here; in 
fact, these were immortalised most famously in a painting by Rembrandt The 
Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp. After many evolutions, Waag, by this time run 
by Waag Future Lab, was also the house of the first public internet access in the 
Netherlands in the early 1990s. From this room we projected online the “anatomy” of 
a gender innovation project, a fitting evolution from the historic male-only medical 
lesson. 

Programme 

The day-long conference was designed to represent the multitude of voices in the 
shemakes network and to transmit the results and impacts of the project. It starts 
with inspirational talks from keynote speakers (Time to Inspire), followed by the 
overview of results and Impact of the project in the morning (Time to Share). In the 
afternoon, voice is given to Transfer labs and Ambassadors to comment on their 
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project participation (Time to Voice) , The schedule is published at 
https://shemakes.eu/events/welcoming-differences and summarised in the table 
below. 

Table 4. Final conference programme. 

Time 
(CET) 

Speakers Title / info 

10-11:30 Frédérique Thureau / 
CEDECS-TCBL 

Welcome to Waag by Lucas Evers 
Introduction by Athanasia Moungou / European 
Commission 
Introduction to event and opening of keynote 
session 

 Mariangela Lavanga  Feminism in action: post covid gender challenges in 
the Textile and Clothing industry 

 Bill Macbeth (advisor) Let's get real: sound strategies for innovation in the 
T&C sector 

 Becky Earley (advisor) We know why but how? Methods and tools to 
support collaborative ecosystems 

 Video interviews Screening of video interviews conducted in Florence 

11:30-
12:30 

Frédérique Thureau / 
CEDECS-TCBL, Cecilia 
Raspanti / WAAG 
Kerstin Junge / 
Tavistock 

Presentation of results: shemakes ecosystem 
outcomes and next steps 
 
Emerging findings on the shemakes impact 
 
Roundtable led by Ista Boszhard 

14-16 Conversations led by 
Alexandra Korey / FLOD 

Three “conversations” grouping partners, transfer 
labs and ambassadors, addressing: 
Curiosity and Discovery paths 
Lab to Lab research 
Innovation path and business engagement 

16-18 Visit for attendees 
organized by WAAG 

 Visit to “Makers Unite” lab with workshop activity 

 

In addition to the live, spoken and pre-filmed “voices”, the project themes and 
participants are represented visually through the “shemakes tapestry” artefact 
produced in Florence. Having voyaged to Romania for finishing in the lab of REDU, it 
was displayed in the conference space as a reminder of the multitude of 
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contributions and interpretations that have gone into making this project a success. 
This artwork remains a permanent artefact of the project that is on display in the 
offices of project partner flod. 

 
Figure 15. The shemakes tapestry displayed in Amsterdam. 

Output and reflection  

The live stream of the event is available at the following link: Welcoming Differences: 
the shemakes final conference 

Photography from the event has been published on our social media pages and 
distributed to participants for further diffusion. 
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Figure 16. Some photos from the Amsterdam event. 

Some reflections 

As with any in-person event, the Amsterdam conference as well as the subsequent 
partner meeting and social elements (lunch, dinner) provided an additional 
important opportunity to reflect together about the project - what worked best and 
what we might change - and to consider future actions as a network. The desire to 
continue working together emerged strongly from this event. 
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5. Final KPI performance 
The following table summarises the KPIs set out at the start of the project (column 
“EOP KPI”) versus the numbers achieved, which in almost all cases amply surpass our 
initial goals. 

Table 5. Communications KPIs reached until December 12, 2022. 

Channel Public Content 
Numerical 

results to date 
EOP 
KPI 

Website All publics Structured 
presentation of 
project and all its 
activities 

Number of 
unique visitors 
14,089 / over 
22k sessions 

10,000  

Blog on 
website 

Adults, stakeholders In depth: longer form 
news and narratives 

36 blog posts 36 

Press 
releases 

Press, general public  3 6 

Newsletter Partners, stakeholders 368 subscribers 6 newsletters 
sent 

4 

All social 
media 

Overall goal in follower 
count across all channels 
(which are listed individually 
below) 

 2,367 total 
followers 

1,000  

Instagram Channel of greatest interest 
for the target public of 
young women aged 13-18 
and 18-25 

Visually-led short 
form storytelling for 
bios, videos and 
reels, tutorials and 
visual project results 

1,681 followers, 
114 posts 
published 

 

Facebook Main social channel to 
engage project partners and 
their followers, policy 
makers, and the general 
public, including parents of 
potential future female 
innovators 

Live streaming, 
creation of events, 
link sharing (blogs), 
infographics 

454 followers  

Twitter Useful to communicate 
news and engage with other 
EU projects 

Sharing links to 
project results and 
retweeting other 

152 followers  
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Channel Public Content 
Numerical 

results to date 
EOP 
KPI 

projects and 
opportunities 

YouTube Used as a video repository Videos, live 
streaming 

62 videos 
published; 80 
followers 

 

 

Some brief reflections on the numbers: 

● The only KPI not reached was press releases (predicted 6, actual 3). We used 
free EU press release sites to announce our first major events but this had 
limited impact, and future releases would have to be paid for. We preferred to 
take advantage of free and well-targetted online listing opportunities 
provided by the EC such as https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-
innovation/events_en as well as https://euagenda.eu. By compensation, we 
published a newspaper article for the general public in Florence in 
correspondence with the Florence meeting (see section 4.1 above). 

● Website traffic. The main traffic peak we saw was the open call for labs 
(2,276 page views). Unpredictably, a blog post about a research trip to the 
Romanian countryside written by partner REDU 
(https://shemakes.eu/blog/romanian-countryside-crafts) went viral with 
almost 1,000 views and 665 unique visitors to the website. This likely comes 
from shares of the content by REDU and by the author, but it seems that the 
article went beyond their immediate network to other people who love that 
area or are interested in traditional Romanian crafts. 

● Website traffic acquisition. About 40% of our website traffic is “direct” (user 
types in address). 28% comes from organic search, 23% from social media, 
and 10% from referral by other sites (which include various sites in the 
europa.eu domain, partner websites, labs and some ambassadors’ websites). 

● YouTube. We generated many more videos than we predicted, and YouTube 
provided excellent visibility for our video content. 
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6. Post-project maintenance 

6.1. Website and social media 
As per project requirements, the website and social media channels of shemakes will 
remain online for at least five years. We can foresee that a news item or social media 
post might be added to these online spaces should we continue work on these 
themes in another project and wish to announce this to the extant public. Ideally, the 
shemakes name and branding, being so strong, would be continued to be used by a 
new project that continues these themes, with a shemakes-related name, upon 
agreement of the consortium. 

Elements of the shemakes website are being integrated into the website tcbl.eu, 
where community activities and network maintenance will be continued post-
project. For more details, see D 1.2 “shemakes Network”. 

6.2. Network maintenance and integration into TCBL 
From the outset, we knew that we would be building a strong network in this project 
and that, being just two short years, we’d not let that go to waste. D 1.2 “shemakes 
Network” will go into further detail on how the network itself will be maintained.  

From a digital and communications perspective: 

● Transfer labs, advisors, stakeholders and anyone interested in continuing 
shemakes activities have been invited to actively become part of the TCBL 
Association. 

● shemakes labs are being integrated into the TCBL website (recently 
relaunched on a compatible Drupal platform) and will be indicated with the 
shemakes logo. Shemakes values are being incorporated into TCBL values 
and will have their prominent space on the website. 
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7. Conclusions (final reflections) 
From the outset of this project, we began with the idea that communication (and 
dissemination) is much more than just an obligatory element of an EU project. But 
we didn’t realise its full power. This is what we wrote in the Communications Plan (D 
6.1): 

“Communications, particularly through digital means, play a key role in the 
shemakes.eu project: awareness-raising actions, diffused upskilling 
(education) and inspiration from female role-models are key to fighting 
gender stereotypes and improving the position of women in the textile and 
clothing industry while on the road to closing policy gaps.” 

This is true and we carried out our actions to these ends, but there’s more. The 
shemakes identity became so closely tied with its messages and activities that we 
can say that strong communication reinforces and nourishes community.  

This leads us to the following step by step reflections on how to use the support 
module of “Communications and Dissemination” as part of building a strong 
network in a gender innovation project. 

1. Start with human interfaces. “Ecosystem communication” is generally taken 
to mean establishing methods for internal communication; with our highly 
qualified working group, the use of shared digital tools came naturally. But 
first let’s build the ecosystem by getting to know each other. In-person is 
ideal, but workshops can be held online too. In shemakes, we used a “gift 
exchange” workshop to get to know each other better - each partner talked 
about his or her skills that could be shared with others. People made 
comments like “I’m a great organiser” which would match up with the person 
who said “I need help making my ideas more concrete.” Various tools are 
available to map your skills and position yourself in a community, and getting 
to know each other on a slightly more personal level - your team’s strengths 
and perceived weaknesses - as well as one’s professional CV is very helpful. 

2. Lead by design. Quite literally, design makes our lives better. In this case, we 
want to highlight the importance of strong branding: give visual branding 
and voice some personality! Feedback from participants on the shemakes 
visual identity has been mostly strongly positive, with just a few naysayers 
who felt quite strongly against the illustration style used. We say, “better 
strong than blah.” Everything from logo design, colours and illustrations in 
shemakes were thought through from the start with reflections particularly 
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about the role of these elements in the communication of gender issues. We 
also considered practical questions like “can the logo easily be printed with 
just one colour or extruded or engraved using a digitally programmed 
machine”. The success of the visual branding shows in the creativity and 
pride with which partners and participants embraced it. FabLab Leon in 
particular had staff and participants happily making and wearing shemakes-
branded tshirts, sweatshirts and bracelets. 

3. Prefer illustrations: When a project starts out, it’s unlikely to have appropriate 
photographic assets. We prefer illustration to stock photography (it’s too 
recognizable as such) or to graphics without a human element. Illustration 
should be customised if possible, not stock. Illustration allowed us to develop 
an image to be read as gender-fluid that also did not discriminate against 
age or race. Illustration also permitted us to represent minors in our network 
(whose profile photos were hand-drawn). 

4. Involve communications in everything. Not to toot our own horn, but if you 
let your communications team know what’s going on in every part of a 
project, you’ll find that your results, as well as your calls, come across better. 
When a project has a range of stakeholders (and don’t they all!) it’s important 
to have an informed non-specialist formulate the best way to communicate 
the research and activities carried out and the stories that developed along 
the way. It’s simple: anyone interested should be able to read about, and 
understand, what we do in a project. 

5. Strong communication contributes to higher transformation rate. When we 
planned our open calls, various partners worked closely to formulate the best 
way to gather information and analyse it to choose winners. Our part of that 
was helping to formulate questionnaires that could be answered by 
applicants with a range of skills and languages. Asking the right questions 
generally gets the right answers! We also like to think that catchy graphics 
and a good diffusion method (through many networks and media) 
contributed to the success of the calls. 

6. Social media reinforces ideas and (marginally) expands networks. In this 
era of content overload, a lot of attention has been drawn to the idea of 
“influence” on social media. “Influencers” (or brands) with hundreds of 
thousands of “followers” can cause people to buy products or change their 
minds about an idea or policy. In the landscape of EU projects, we can never 
expect to have that level of “numbers” on the major social media (Facebook 
and Instagram). We are not a channel for mass communication. Rather, our 
social media reinforces and expands on messages that people will have 
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heard when they encountered shemakes through other means. We speak to 
a select group of people who are targeted, interested and involved. Labs, 
participants and their close community make up our social media following. 
Furthermore, we influence in a different way and it’s built into the structure of 
our project. Our messages don’t come top-down from our social media - far 
from that! They come bottom-up from Labs, the Ambassadors, the Gurus and 
also from the Advisors who talk about us online and offline. What matters is 
not the “likes” on a post but that participants in shemakes activities “like” the 
experience, understand the gender theory behind it, and take that into their 
daily lives. They’re probably passing on the message to their friends, online or 
off. 
In the future, should a project have an element that involves an important 
public communications campaign, we’d recommend building in an element 
of “influencer engagement” beyond just an ambassadors’ program; this 
would involve choosing paid representatives with an important social media 
following to talk about the message and project in order to guarantee a wider 
social media reach. 

In future projects, we would focus on these six concepts that we take away as part of 
the shemakes success story. The work package of Communication and 
Dissemination has provided important support to the entire project and to the 
network created together, meeting all its KPIs and providing a roadmap for the 
future. 
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